EnviroView includes map layers from 37 different datasets. You can view facilities with DEQ permits that regulate air emissions, water discharges, mining, fuel storage tanks, solid waste, and waste tires. Additional map layers show hazardous waste generators, DEQ inspection districts, and environmental information, such as ecologically sensitive streams and water bodies, extraordinary resource waters, and natural and scenic waterways. Other supporting layers, such as congressional districts and census tracts, are supplied by other state and federal agencies.

Datasets

1) Permitted Sites
2) Regulated Facilities
3) Inspections
4) RATFA Sites (Remedial Action Trust Fund Act)
5) Ecologically Sensitive Streams
6) Ecologically Sensitive Water Bodies
7) Engineering Institutional Controls
8) Extraordinary Resource Water Lakes
9) Extraordinary Resource Waters Segments
10) Fish Data
11) Macroinvertebrates
12) Mercury in Fish Sampling data
13) Inspector Districts Air
14) Inspector Districts RST (Registered Storage Tanks)
15) Inspector Districts Solid Waste
16) Inspector Districts Water
17) Natural and Scenic Waterways
18) National Hydrography Dataset High Resolution Point
19) National Hydrography Dataset High Resolution Area
20) National Hydrography Dataset High Resolution Waterbody
21) National Hydrography High Resolution Flowline
22) 2018 1b Streams
23) 2018 4a Streams
24) 2018 4b Streams
25) 2018 5 Streams
26) 2018 5 alt Streams
27) 2018 4a Lakes
28) 2018 5 Lakes
29) 2018 5 alt Lakes
30) Use Attainability Analysis Segments
31) Trout Lakes
32) Trout Streams
33) Total Maximum Daily Load
34) Flow Direction
35) Ecoregions
36) Land Application Areas
37) DEQ and Field Offices